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Gubernatorial candidates answer questions from a panel of unlvtJrsity pemonnel
during a forum at Popejoy Hall Tuesday afternoon. The candidates are Fabian

Chavez, Toney Anaya, Aubrey Dunn, Lss Houston, John Irick, Bill
James Caudell.

Governor Candidates for CoDlniunity lnvolvenient for UNM
Manuel Franco
Most of the gubernatorial
candidates who participated in a
forum at Popejoy Hall Tuesday
said they would try to get the
University of New Mexico more
involved into the local community.
"Education is directly tied to
economic development,"
said
former state Department of
Development Director Fabian
Chavez. "Education is the most
important aspect of the social
structure
next
to
the

family . . . and I would work to
have the government, schools and
industry work together."
Chavez said he proposes "the
establishment of a research park in
New Mexico, where faculty ~J qur
universities and the national
laboratories in this state will be able
to act as consultants to research and
development facilities which we
shall actively try to bring to New
Mexico."
Former state Attorney General
Toney Anaya said there is a large
gap in training programs available

for the high technology jobs
coming into the state in the future.
"It is important that we tie (post•
secondary educational) institutions
closer to economic development in
.Jh~ state,'' he said.
Anaya said he advocates a statewide board of regents "or a similar
governing board to initiate and
coordinate comprehensive and
broad-based academic planning
and implementation of fiscal
matters, direction and development
of post-secondary institutions." He
emphasized he would not abolish

ASUNM Freezes NMPIRG Funding
For Alleged Partisan Use of Funds
Steve Sandoval
Manuel Franco
ASUNM Finance Committee
Chairman Dan Serrano Tuesday
froze funds for the New Mexico
Public htterest Research Group.
Serrano said he froze the funds
because he received inforntation
that NMPIRG was misusing their
funds "fs>r partisan political
purposes." Serrano. said one of the
allegations is that NMPiRO used
their funds to print campaign
material on behalf of themselves
and certain losing candidates.
In a memo to NMPIRG, Sel'rallo
said uas of today, AprilS, 1982, all
funds NMPlRG currently receives
from ASUNM are to be frozen.
This shall be in effect until further

notice is given by this office. All the recent ASUNM election and
expense accounts plus salaries are · Students for a New ASUNM.
also frozen.''
Law 4-14-75 Article 3 Financial
Lynn Nesselbush, NMPIRG section of the ASlJNM lawbook,
director, said Serrano told her he states that funds allocated to any
was freezing NMPIRG's funds individual or organization may be
because its involvement with the enjoined for a period not to exceed
Coalition of Students for a Clean thirty days by the ASUNM
Election was not in the students' president, vice president or finance
interest.
committee chairman. The law also
The Coalition of Students for a states that "at the end of the said
Clean Election circulated a petition 30-day period, the funds must be
asking for a new ASlJNM election automatically released or a hearing
based on charges presented to the shall be held by the ASlJNM
ASlJNM Student Court Monday Student Court to determine if said
night. Twenty-one charges were funds shall be permanently enpresentedat that hearing.
joined."
The coalition is made of four
Nesselbush said NMPIRO's
members of NMPIRG, an elections" involvement with the coalition was
commissioner, campaign managers inthestudents' interests.
for two unsuccessful candidates in
continued on psge 3

the local boards, "but we need a
central coordinating board."
"There is no coordination with
programs and admissions standards," Anaya said. ''Institutions
go ·off in their own directions and
their own goals and not address the
problems of the state today.''
Former state Sen. Aubrey Dunn
said he wants.-UNM to be the in·
stitution that the state postsecondary
educational system
"revolves around. We have made
great strides in the past and can
make many more."
State Rep. James Caudell said,
11
Each university and board of
regents do well for their own endeavors. No one has got together a
plan for aU of New Mexico. We
need to get our efforts combined to
work for all the universities, not
just various parts of the state. We
have the expertise to do it."

Some Buildings Fall Short
In Mechanical Evaluations
Manuel Franco

This is the second in a three-part
series on the condition and
maintenance of buildings at the
University of New Mexico.
Besides the evaluation on the
condition of University of New
Mexico buildings done last summer, another evaluation was done
oil the condition of the electrical
and mechanical systems.
That evaluation shows that all

Argentina Airlifts Troops to Falkland Islands
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina armed showdown in the South
Argentina airlifted ·Atlantic.
(UPI)
But President Reagan's offer to
hundreds of troops to the disputed
Falkland Islands Tuesday for a mediate the crisis Was met with
showdown with Britain. British skepticism in Buenos Aires where
citizens began leaving Buenos Aires one key .Foreign Ministry official
amid death threats and a bombing. said, "with friends like that, who
needs enemies?"
F'oreign Minister
Secretary of State Alexander · Argentine
Haig arranged separate meetings in Nicanor Costa Mendez told
Washington with the British am• reporters at the OnitedNations that
bassador and Argentina's foreign his government was willing to settle
minister ln an effort to avert an its differences "w!th, );\~tain but

~

..

would not negotiate its sovereignty
over the Falklands, a disputed
IJritish possession since 1833.
ln Brussels, the 13-llation
Common Market unofficially gave
''full backing'' to a British request
for trade. sanctions against
Argentina while West Germany, the
Netherlands and Austria suspended
arms shipments to the military
government in Buenos Aires.
In . London, . Prime . Minister

. r,vtargar~t 1'!tatc.~er. r~jected pp~

UNM "is viewed by the rest of
the state as isolated," said State
Sen. Les Houston. "The next
governor of the state of New
Mexico must try to get UNM and
the state to come together.
"Our universities must work with
private industries to provide opportunities," Houston said. "We
must work to make New Mexico
not just the Land of Enchantment
but also the land of opportunity."
Former state Sen. Bill Sego said
he would not support a state-wide
board of regents if local boards
were abolished. "We have great
diversity in New Mexico and
especially from university to
university," he said. "We may get
into a situation even more
detrimental than what we have
today.
"The next governor should help
continued on page 3

positiion calls that she resign and
announced an embargo of all
imports from Argentina to Britain.
Argentine military sources said if
diplomatic efforts to end the crisis
failed, they expected Britain's 40·
ship armada to attack Argentina's
navy at sea. rather than attempt an
assault on the islands, inhabited by
1800 British subjects.
The British assault ship Fearless
steamed out of Portsmouth to
, • co(ltinued on page2

the buildings whose structure was
rated ''poor" in every catergory
rated also has cooiing and exterior
lighting systems rated poor.
Hodgin Hall was also rated poor
in all other categories in the elec·
trical/mechanical system
evaluation: heating, ·exhaust
system, domestic water and sewer
system, power artd interior lighting.
The Anthropology Annex's
interior lighting was rated good, the
power and heating were rated fair;
the domestic water and sewer
system was rated poor and the
building had no exhaust system to
rate.
The power, exhaust system and
interior lighting were rated good ill
the Speech Communicatiott
building. The building's heating
system was rated fair, while the
domestic water and sewer system
was rated poor.
For Marron Hall, the interior
lighting was rated good and the
power, heating system and the
plumbing were rated fair1 while the
hall had no exhaust system to rate.
'rhe plumbing for the Art Annex
was rated good, the interior lighting
continued on psge '3
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by United Press International

CQntinued from pege1
the universities get private funds for
scholarships," Sego said. "The
universities are not asking enough
of industry. It can do more."
John Irick, a former state
senator, said he would encourage
the state's universities to cooperate
in scientific and research projects.
He also said he would tell the Board
of Educational Finance "to find a
way to have a two-year institution
or
community
college
in
Albuquerque" to offer associate
degrees.
Irick said, "I can only say that I

Space Shuttle Carried
Back to Florida Home
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. The space shutlle Columbia, riding
atop a gleaming Boeing 747,
returned to its home near the
Atlantic Ocean beaches at Cape
Canaveral Tuesday, a day ahead of
schedule.
The awkward-looking jet
transport left White Sands Missile
Range in New Mexico at 9 a,m.
EST and completed the 1543-mile
piggyback trip about seven hours
later.
A T-38 NASA chase plane
followed the transport to the Cape.
About 2000 space center officials
and their families cheered as the
Columbia-747 duo landed on the 3mile-long concrete runway at
Kennedy Space Center just before 4
p.m. EST.
Some 5000 spectators also lined
beaches to get a glimpse of the
historic spacecraft. Joe Algrandi,
pilot of the jumbo jet, circled area
beaches before bringing the aircraft
in for a landing.
"It was a very, very smooth
flight," said NASA astronaut Dick
Scobee, the co-pilot of the 747.
"We know of no damage to the
orbiter or jet during today's trip.''

Earlier Tuesday, about 65,000
space buffs turned out at a
refueling stop at Barlcdsale Air

force Base near Shreveport, La.
Officials opened the Strategic Air
Command base to civilians for the
chance to see the shuttle. An
estimated 65,000 people braved
strong winds and mid-40s temperatures.
The piggyback combination
made one pass over the north-south
runway before turning fora landing
in a · 15-knot crosswind. The
massive 747 was boosted by a 60
mph tailwind on the flight from
White Sands, N.M., to Louisiana
and arrived 10 minutes early,

The preparations will include the
strengthening of about 1200 heat·
resistant tiles damaged during
liftoff March 22.

IN

continued from page1
"I certainly feel we are (in the
students' interest). We're not
taking a partisan stand for any
candidate,'' Nessel bush said.
Serrano said NMPIRG was on a
"witch hunt" and that they
"fought a gallant battle (in the
~lection) but lost.' •
Two referenda which would have
allocated $23,871.20 to NMPIRG
and called for their autonomy were
defeated.
A copy of Serrano's letter was
sent to ASUNM President Mike
Austin, Vice .President Bill Littlefield and the New Mexico Union
Business Office.
Nesselbush said Serrano's
"freezing of our funds means the
(consumer) guides will have to be
discontinued, and the tenant/landlord hotline will have to be
haphazardly covered.''
Michael
Gallegos, ASUNM
president-elect, said NMPIRG was
informed Tuesday that their
ASUNM funds would be frozen
because of alleged misuse of funds.

•
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The space shuttle Columbta 'hitches a ride" Tuesday aboard a NASA Boemg 147 for a return trip to
Cape Canaveral, Fla., from White Sands, N.M. 011ce there it will be prepared for its fourthandfinel
test fligh~.

Kennedy, Mondale Attack Reagan

WASHINGTON
Construction union leaders cheered and
whistled Tuesday as .Democratic
presidential
hopefuls
Edward
Kennedy and Walter Mondale
Where . can l go if I want in- attacked President Reagan's failure
formation on car pooling? NM- to cut high interest rates that have
PIRG, Mesa Vista Hall 1057, x paralyzed home building.
The thunderous reception by
2757; IARS/Ridepool, 243-7433.

-AM
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nearly 4000 delegates to a legislative
conference of the AFL-CIO
Building and Construction Trades
Department was in sharp contrast
to the cold welcome, including
some boos, accorded Reagan by the
same group Monday.
Enthusiastic applause often
interrupted the anti-Reagan
speeches by former Vice President
Mondale and Senator Kennedy, D·
Mass., both potential candidates
for the Democratic presidential
nomination, in comparison to weak
and infrequent applause during
Reagan's speech.
A liberal Republican, Sen.
Lowell Weicker of Connecticut,
followed Kennedy and Mondale,
and stunned the audience with a
blistering attack against Reagan's
policies.
Weicker called for re-election in
Nove1lruer of Republicans who
opposed Reagan's econom.ic
program and the. ouster of
Democrats that supported it.
"Because if you don't vote then
it will signal approval of what's
going on in the nation and God help
·the United States of America if we
have two more years like that," he
said as a murmur filled the hall.
While Reagan ignored the interest rate issue in his own speech to
the group Monday, it is one of the
prime topics on the minds of the
recession-beleagured construction
industry and both Mondale and
Kennedy hit hard at the administration's inability to bring
down the rate.

March unemployment figures
showed construction workers with a
17.9 percent jobless rate, nearly
double the 9 percent rate for all
workers.
"The president is not listening
and he is not leading," said
Mondale.
"He's been seeing too many
westerns,'' Mondale added.
"That's the one where the Lone
Ranger toughs it out.''
He reminded the group that in .his
1980: campaign, Reagan said the
issue was ''jobs, jobs, jobs,''
"In 1982, the issue is still jobs,
jobs, jobs, and he has failed,''
Mondale said.
Kennedy criticized Reagan
specifically for not putting pressure
on the Federal Reserve Board to
take steps to reduce the interest
rate.
"(Fed Chairman) Paul Volcker is
only doing the Reagan ad·
ministration's dirty work,'' he said.
"He is following their strategy to
savage the housing industry in
order to salvage the Reagan tax
cut."
Volcker was appointed to a fouryear term as Fed chairman by
President Carter in 1979.
Kennedy suggested Congress
change the term of the Fed
chairman to begin with each new
administration, and added, "1
believe Congress should go further,
it should put the Federal Reserve in
the Treasury Department where it
belOngs.''

-Falkland----continued from page1
rendezvous with the aircraft
• carriers Hermes and Invincible.
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creases in the past were the result of state has a responsibility to ad·
inf111tion. "It would be my im- minister the funds in this state,
pression at this time that if inflation
''Those funds should go into the
holds as it has, I see no tuition
overall
fund and be administered by
increase."
Dunn also said he felt New
the same Process" as other state
Mexico "is responding well" to the
Caudell said, ''I see no problem" funds, Houston said. He said giving
cuts in federal financial aid,
with the state providing student control of those funds to the
He said he advocated using state financial aid. He said he would universities "gave some universities
advocate giving the funds to len- an unfair advantage" because some
funds such as the Permanent fund
ding institutions to give loans to schools received more income from
to help students finance education.
students.
their trust land than others.
"Loans will get the first priority,''
he said, "but grants will be
Asked about the Legislature
aecause the income from land
a·vailable ... to the most needy taking control of the land and and the Permanent Fund changes
students."
Permament fund from the state each Year "it would be negligent of
Dunn said he felt tuition in- universities, Houston said, ''The the Legislature to let the universities

go on that roller coaster ride," Sego
said.
He said he also advocates "a
state-funded program of tuition
support and grants ... to make
sure no student is prohibited (from
an education) by a 1<1ck of financial
assistance. And I would establish a
governor's task force on postsecondary institutions and industry
cooperation to make recommendations to the governor as to
how higher education can play
more of a role in the economic
development of the state."

-NMPIRG---------------

During the two-hour layover in
Louisiana, ground crews pumped
2000 gallons of JPS jet fuel into the
?47's tanks.
Ground crews began removing
the shuttle from the 747 Tuesday
evening and were expected to take it
to the Vehicle Assembly Building
Wednesday. Technicians will then
prepare the shuttle for its fourth
and final test flight, scheduled for
June 27.

don't want to increase tuition, but
there'll be times that we probably
will have to. You have to take an
even-handed approach to it. •'

In the Argentine port of
Comodoro Rivadavia, U.S.-built
C·l30s were airliftillg hundreds of
troop reinforcements to the islands
to back up the 4000-man Argentine
invasion force.
Four British television journalists
covering the crisis were detained for
45 minutes for filming the port and
"invited to leave the city'' on the
next available plane,

for each British soldier who comes
ashore, three British citizens
(residing in Argentina) will be
killed," an anonymous caller told
the newspaper. The newspaper said
the British members of its staff
planned to leave the country at least
temporarily.
Diplomatic sources said British
ambassador Anthony Williams and
some 45 diplomats, embassy
employees and their family
members would fly out of the
country Wednesday.
The British government has
adVised its 17;000 citizens ·living in
Argentina to leave if they have no
Urgent business and diplomats said
the exodus has already begun.

As war fever swept Buenos Aires,
a bomb ripped through the home of
the ~ritish .naval attache Monday,
causmg mmor damage but no
injuries and the English•language
Buenos Aires Herald reported Where can l go If I want inreceiving' death threats.
formation on my student rights?
Dean of Students Office, Mesa
"When the British land troops, vista. Rallll29, x 3361.

':\ dI
I

complete his inquiry by Friday and
make his allegations public. Then
NMPIRG will have a chance to
Gallegos said a meeting may be refute the allegations.
Gallegos said Serrano may have held between Serrano, Bill LitGallegos said, "we don't intend
proof that NMPIRG workers did tlefield, possibly Mike Austin and
campaign work on NMPIRG time. Finance Committee members, and to hold up NMPIRG unnecessarily,
"They say they want a clean students
who brought the so that's why we are working
election but they are just a front for allegations to Gallegos and quickly."
Serrano said if he feels the
continuing to support these can- Serrano. Serrano said there are at
didates," he said.
least five allegations that he knows allegations are serious enough an
investigation would be conducted.
Nesselbush reiterated that of, but .there could be more.
He said if they are not he would
NMPIRG is not a partisan group.
release the remaining funds.
Gallegos said Serrano will meet
"We never have supported other
He said he would not disclose the
with some ASUNM Senators this
candidates,'' she.said.
names of those presenting the
week about the allegations.
S~rrano did release a portion of
Serrano said he expects to allegations because he felt they
Serrano said he did not freeze the
funds because NMPIRG has asked
for a new election.
,.

'·

would not present the allegations if
their identities were revealed.
Richard Hail, a NMPIRG board
member, said Austin "threatened"
him by telling him NMPIRG may
lose its office space because of its
involvement with the coalition.
Nesselbush said Gallegos made a
similar threat to her.
Austin said "I only told them of
the possible ramifications of their
actions. It was not a threat, it was
just the way things could be!'
"I only politely pointed out that
it (loss of office space) may be one
of the consequences," Gallegos
said.

-Buildingscontinued from page1
was rated fair, the heating and
.power systems was rated poor and
the building had no exhaust system.
University Architect Van Dorn
Hooker said that what UNM looks
for when giving a problem high
priority for maintenance work is
"emergencies, such as a badly
leaking roof, a breakdown of
important mechanical equipment or
a situation which, if ·allowed to
continue, will deteriorate."
He said one example of such a
situation is Scholes Hall. "All the
exterior finish on the building is
gone,'' he said. "It's down to its
original two coats of plaster, which
is coming off around the window
sills.
"No matter bow you look at it,
beyond an emergency, a maintenance decision has to be a subjective decision made by the administration," Hooker said.
But some buildings reach the
point where they cannot be saved,
he said. One building that faced
such a decision was Hodgin Hall,
the building that was the entire
University of New Mexico when it
was first constructed in 1890. The
top floor was eventually condemned by the state.
"We have known through the
years that it (l{odgin Hall) was not
ill the best architectual condition,"
l{ooker said. "At one time the BEF'
(Board of Educational Finance)
asked for a list of buildings we
would have to demolish.

'

'

erre Pouring!
We've won half our battle!
We're now serving Deer and Wine
with our delicious food. •
Happy Hour: 2 for 1 draft beer
with the purchase of any sandwich.
75c Draft Deers: Miller, Miller Lite, Coors, Coors Light
Doffled Deers:.Molson Gold, Molson Ale, Grolsch
Lowenbrau, Des Equis. Hermann Joseph

"Hodgin hall was put on the list.
Hooker
said. "All the other buildings on
the list have been demolished or
repaired. A lot of them were
barrack buildings left frotn World
War II.''

But the Alumni saved it,''

•vou must be 21 and be able to prove it.

New Hours: 8am•1 Opm

The remodeling of Hodgin }{all,
partially paid by UNM and through
Alumni fulldraising, is scheduled to
start later this year, Hooker said.
-

•
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the frozen funds Wednesday for a
NMPIRG secretary.
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Life and Related Subjects
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BART&NlJEiR! IN Ali/Jfli<Y 7V
YOVMAfJe f/A Viii FUN,
6CXJfJ 71M&I SIR.

by Dave Barry
This year, along with the late Christmas cards from
people who didn't plan to send us any until they got
cards from us, we got a colorful broohure·and a note
from the commissioner of the Internal Revenue
Service, whose name is Roscoe L. Egger, Jr. Roscoe
doesn't begin his note with "Dear Dave" or even
"Dear Taxpayer,'' No sir. He begins with:
FROM THE COMMISSIONER
Isn't that typical? Here's this guy that nobody
elected, and all of a sudden he's firing off notes FROM
THE COMMISSIONER. I bet he has a major office
with all kinds of elaborate furniture and a secretary, all
paid for by taxpayers who couldn't get an appointment to see him unless they took his relatives
hostage. Roscoe's note delivers the same highhanded message commisslonem of Internal Revenue
have been delivering as long as I can remember:
"Enclosed is a batch of forms for you to fill out,
although actually you may be better off filling out
another batch of forms. Nobody really knows for sure.
Whatever you do, though, you better fill out
something and send it to us, because we have hordes
of armed agents and we know where you live, if you
get my drift."
Although I am accustomed to being threatened by
government personnel I never heard of, I was a bit
disappointed by the tone of Roscoe's note. I mean,
Ronald Reagan is the President now, right? And
Ronald wants to Get the Government Off Our Backs,
right? So I was hoping Roscoe's note would read more
like this:
"Dear Taxpayer;
"You don't have to fill out any forms this year. In
fact, if you want, you can send us some forms, and
we'll fill them out and send them back to you. We're
really sorry for taking up your valuable time with this
letter.
"Your Public Servant,
''Roscoe L. Egger, Jr."
I guess I was dreaming. Once again, the government is not going to be satisfied with !<!king money
out of our paychecks all year long, leaving us with
enough to buy food, but not enough to flee to the
Bahamas. No, the government still wants forms.
You'd think that by now the halls ofthe IRS would be
so crowded with farms that people would be unable to
locate the bathrooms.
You must be very careful about how you fill out
your tax forms, because the tax code specifically
prohibits cheating ("No cheating," it says). The IRS
makes every effort to track down cheaters, because to
do otherwise would be unfair to the vast majority of
taxpayers who have not yet figured out good ways to
cheat. Here's how the IRS checks up on you:

As the tax returns arrive in the IRS office, specially
trained German shepherd dogs sniff through them.
When a dog detects a questionable deduction, it
snatches the return in its jaws and carries it, snarling,
to the commissioner. The commissioner gives the dog
a government-surplus sheep as a reward, then assigns
an agent to audit the taxpayer, As an extra check, the
IRS uses computers to select additional taxpayers for
audits. The criteria for SE!Iection vary from year to
year, depending on the mood of the folks down at the
IRS, For example, this year's criterion is based on the
fact that the commissioner's name is "Roscoe L.
Egger Jr.," which no doubt brought him much ridicule
in his youth. So Roscoe has programmed the IRS
computer to select people with normal names. If you
have a name like "Mary Jones" or "John Smith,"
you'd better have your re,cords in order.
So when you fill out your tax form, use an unusual
name and try not to take any deductions that will
arouse the dogs. For example, you must be very
careful about claiming a deduction for having an office
in your home. In past years, just about everybody with
indoor plumbing claimed he had a home office, and
finally the IRS cracked down. If you claim such a
deduction, an agent will come aro1Jnd lopking for
certain signs that prove you have a real office, such as
a water cooler, drab carpeting, humorous bulletinboard material, betting pools, backbiting, absenteeism, and so on.
Your safe deductions are the ones where you claim
your money went toward activities that the government is fond of, particularly local governments, state
governments, the federal government, foreign
governments that our government gets along with,
and politicians running for government jobs. You
cannot claim deductions for purely selfish, personal
activities, such as sending your child through college,
The government is always coming up with
whimsical new deductions. For example, page 12 of
the brochure Roscoe sent us says:
"If you can claim a deduction for amortization ofthe
costs of forestation or reforestation , • , enter your
deduction on line 29."
This intrigues me, because I strongly suspect that I
am engaged in reforestation. Every summer, the
weeds on our lawn get larger and larger, and within a
few years some of them are bound to become trees.
So I called up the special tollfree IRS Hot Line and
asked the IRS person to explain reforestation, but she
couldn't. "I haven't been trained in that area," she
said. Maybe .she's a dog handler. Anyway, I'm
seriously thinking of taking a hefty reforestation
deduction this year. What do I have to lose? Besides
money, I mean.

-
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by Garry Trudeau
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Restaurant To Receive
New Beer,Wine License
Steve Sandoval

G{)()() FOR

$;;

Posh Eddie's Bagels and Booze,
2216 Central SE, joined the ranks
of other University area restaurants
who have received a beer and wine
license.

bev.erage control director.
L.A. "Skeet" McCulloch,
Waksman's attor!ley, said he and
Waksman would decide what their
next course of action is concerning
the appeal.

City Hearing Officer Albert
Cnavez Tuesday approved the
license, which allows Posh Eddie's
to serve beer and wine wi.lh meals.

A petition has been filed in Santa
Fe District Court, but a trial date
has not been set. The case has been
assigned to Judge Tony Scar·
borough.

Ed Waksman, owner of Posh
Eddie's, said he applied for a beer
and wine license Feb. 4 after
Chavez refused to grant him an onpremise dispenser's license Jan. 29,

Waksman said he applied for a
beer and wine license because he
needed the extra revenues to stay
open. He said Chavez' approval
should help him.

In tbat ruling Chavez said
allowing a full service liquor license
at that site "would be detrimental
to the public health, safety and
morals of the residents of the city of
Albuquerque and/or the University
area," among other reasons.
Waksman appealed Chavez'
ruling and filed a $500,000 lawsuit
against the City of Albuquerque
and John Romero, state alcoholic

With the approval Posh Eddie's
is the tenth esfablishment to serve
or distribute alcohol near the
University, The others are: Camino
Real, Quarter's, Rio Grande Yacht
and Sporting Club all on Yale SE,
Gyros Diner and Nunzio's on
Cornell SE, El Patio and Pizz11 City
on Harvard SE, Mannie's
Restaurant on Central and Girard
SE and Carrara's on Vassar SE.

·summer Course To Feature
Letters

History of Conflict in NM

Bingaman Not 'Hot'
Editor:
Candidates love their campaign literature. Not only is it full of their
smiling faces, slogans, and accomplishments; it contains rhetoric
-ranging from the merely informative to the sublime, written by
expensive campaign literature firms. Campaign literature 6njoys the
same place in euphemism as the graveside eulogy, the tombstoneit rarely contains a word of scorn for its subject, and even more
rarely, a word of truth.
Even if he loses, a candidate still has all that great campaign
litera.ture to keep around the home and law (or real estate) office.
The missus can frame it or spread it out on the coffee table; the
teens can wallpaper their rooms with it, watering-hale style. And
this is certainly the season for campaign literature.
Perhaps no other candidate stands to lose so little - and gain so
much - with his campaign literature as Attorney General Jeff
Bingaman, US Senate hopeful. While his AG predecessor's term
was controversial ~ so much so that his name still brings immediate
recognition - Bingaman's has been nondescript at best, a disgrace
at worst. It is not surprising, therefore, that Mr. Bingaman comes to
the Senate race campaign literature in hand.
One of these papers, dated May 14, 1981, is a "Statement on
WIPP." In it, Mr. Bingaman writes that although he has brought suit
against the DOE and DOl, the suit is "not intended to prevent the
placement of WIPP in New Mexico." One wonders not only why Mr.
Bingaman bothered to bring the suit, but why he mentions it in his
campaign. He adds, "I am not opposed to the establishment of an
underground radioactive waste repository in this state."
Mr. Bingi'man has so carefully worded his very careful statement
that it would appear nothing is at stake here but that the DOE and
DOl need a rapping on the knuckles for thinking they can push
around New Mexico. He has stated his opinion - which is not that
expressed by New Mexicans through countless letters, petitions,
and now, jailterms. Little else is clear in Mr. Bingaman's article
except that we in New Mexico will see nothing done on an anti·
WIPP suit- or any other matter as close to our hearts as to our land
- until we elect representatives who take action on our expressed
views.
I am reminded of the joke about the Indian chief, Who had 3 sons:
Cold, Warm, and Luke, who wasn't so hot. Thankfully, New
Mexicans are not committed to having to send a man to the US
Senate who served as a lukewarm Attorney General and writes
lukewarm campaign literature. ·
Marcy A McKinley

Ernest Montoya
A class covering the history of

he added that the class would
add to the knowledge of people
who are natives of New Mexico.

the conflict in New Mexico will
be offered by the Chicano
Studies program in conjunction
with the American Studies
department this summer.

"The class will take an interdisciplinary
approach,
focusing on conflict," he said.
He said the class will look on
political, social., economic and
"The course is a regional racial issues.
In the past the cl.ass has had a
study of the development of a
former Mexican state," said Ray good balance of Chicano and
Burrola, acting director of non-Chicano students, Burrola
Chicano Studies and instructor said.
The class will be offered
of the course.
Burrola said it is essential to Monday through Friday from
have a class that covers New 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. during the
Mexico and he said the class will summer and is listed under
be geared at people who are here American Studies 341 and is also
on a temporary basis or who are cross listed under Chicano
recent arrivals to the state. But Studies.

Bill Wectner

American Indian Moveme11t Leader Russo// MIIBns explains his movsment's gl'fllltelltBnBmy Is the
United States during s press confenmce at ths Native A mericati Indian Csntsr Tuesday.

Indian Movement Leader Seeking
Support for Camp in South Dakota
Ernest Montoya
Russell Means, leader of the
American Indian Movement, was at
the University of New Mexico
Tuesday to gain support for his
camp .in South Dakota and to "help
rid students of the stereotypes"
they have of American Indians.
In a Tuesday press conference,
Means said he was trying to get
support for House Bi115664, which,
if passed, would stipulate that
Yellow Thunder Camp land would
be used for cultural and religious
purposes only for the next 10 years.
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and the ignorance of civil rights
have no place in the world," said
Means.
"We should wortc on preserving
our natural rights and that will
ensure our human rights," he said.
Means said he has not had any
formal support from New Mexico
as of yet, but that he is primarily
working to persuade the House of
Representatives.
Means has also been active in
other movements involving Native
Americans in the past.
In 1973 he participated in the
takeover of Wounded Knee, S.D.,
where 600 persons were arrested.
In 1978 he was arrested after
taking part in the "Longest Walk"
to Washington.

;g.
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Means said the people of Yellow
Thunder Camp are religiously
motivated and that no drugs or
drinking are allowed on the camp.
Means said the biggest enemy of
the camp is "the entire United
States."
"We are in. an age of scarCity,
There is a dim future for
everyone," he said. "Mother Earth
has been trying to tell us that."

Means said there are 32
multinational.
uranium corporations that lease land near
Yellow Thunder Camp. He said the
corporations fear the camp might
Means calls his Yellow Thunder jeopardize their chances of
Camp in South Dakota a camp that retaining their leases,
"The arrogance of human rights
provides an "exercise itJ freedom."

Maddy Defended in ASNM Issue
Editor:
It was brought to my attention that there was a rumor going
around that Eric had something to do with the removal of exdirector, Mike Austin (ASUNM), from office and that Maddy had
been a traitCJr to his school. Mr. Maddy was not even present at the
meeting when Austin's removal was reql.iested, so how could he
have anything to do with his removal? ihe only thing I have tel say
about Mr. Maddy's attendance at the last ASNM meeting is that it
was a great feeling to see someone ffomUNM at least have the guts
to show up and support his school, which Mr. Maddy did so well. I
think Mr. Maddy should be complimented instead of fired. It seems
he is the only one who cares about the students concerns. And to
the people making the accusations, I think you should forget who
you work for and remember who elected you - the students - and
stop playing little games and returning .favors. When ycu de! that,
then you will know how truly correct Mt. Maddy really was.
Jim Dempsey
ASNMSU President
ASN M Associate Director

Lobo, April 7, 19S2
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One Component of Agent Orange
Currently Stored on UNM Campus

NE • Z77·S743

J~)~

A chemical used to strip leaves
from plants, store\~ on the
University of New Me)(ico campus,
is also one of the two chemicals that
composes agent orange,
The defoliant, tricholrophenoxy
acetic acid, commonly called 245T,
is restricted to use on range lands
and road right of ways, said Larry
Shaver, UNM 's l;mdscaping
maintenance supervisor.
Agent orange was used in the
Vietnam War and has been the
subject of controversy because of
the possible side effects on soldiers
that were exposed to it.
Agent orange is composed of
24ST and another chemical, 24D.
24ST alone &nd mixed with 24D
emits tetra dioxin, considered
dangerous. Agent orange has
higher levels of the dioxin, said
Barry Patterson, division chief of

DOS PRIMOS
l844'Lomas NE • 842-0059
Ttw V,•llch•; ~tlmiiY 'iol•rvin9 Nl'W Ml•Nl('o sinu• i9JJ
OPJ-N McHu;to~y lhru llo11 urd;•w 7-101.30

Enchilada Dinner
ineludl'l Rire, Ueans, & Sopaipilla

Buy 1
Get 1 FREE

:\l The Cnnu.•t• of Yale und Lomu~t
Expit·c.'i ·J-25-.~2
Limit .I per custnmc.r
non"" t J'ansfcrable

LAS VEGAS NIGHT
(Las lomos behind Scholes Hall)

Crap Tables
Roulette Wheel
Olack Jack
Wheel of Fortune

Catherine Jones

Scholarship Application and the
Financial Aid Form to determine
the need of each student. The
scholarships will be awarded to
those with the greatest need.
Native American students who
apply for this scholarship should

Native American students
planning to attend graduate school
at the University of New Mexico
may be eligible f9r part of the
$25,000 Caroline and Roxana
Montrose Educational Foundation
Scholarship.
To qualify for $2000 to $4000, a
Native American student must have
been admitted to graduate school
and must show a financial need,
said Nancy Erickson, assistant
director of student financial aid and
career services.
The scholarship was raised from
A 12-year-old girl was convicted
$20,000 last year to $25,000 this of second-degree .murder Tuesday
year.
in the drowning of an 8-year-old
Erickson said .each applicant girl who was dunked under the
must fill out the Financial Aid and water at a city swimming pool.

BEER & MIXED DRINKS
Drawing for Los Vegas Trip

also fill out the Montrose
Educational
Foundation
Scholarships application which is
available at the Student Financial
Aid office or at the Native
American Studies office.
Application deadline is April 15.

12-Year-Old To Face
Sentencing for Murder

Airline tickets donated by
Western Airlines
Hotel Accommodations donated by
Marina Hotel

Raffle and Prizes at the end of the night
Sponsored by:
Delta Sigma Pi
Professional Business Fraternity

Minority Biomedieal
Researeh Support Program
wants
Und.er,taduate anll Graduate Students
for eseareh Assistant Positions
11te ltiBRSI• offers valuable t•eseurelt ext•e••ieuee to
botlt Gt•aduate and Uuder~t·aduates
To •Jmtlif}• yon mm.t.:
be a full-time science naa.• oa•
12 hrs., ~ruchuatc
in cithc•• llioeiJO.IIIIst..,·.

1)
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lllie••ohiolo~y. l'lmrmaeolo~~·· l•l•rsic•lo~~·.

Sheryl Trujillo, who was crying
as she left the courtroom
surrounded by sobbing relatives,
could face up to two years at the
New Mexico Girls' School when
sentenced by Juvenile Court Judge
John E. Brown.
Brown, who scheduled sentencing for April 26, said probation
officials would conduct a
psychological evaluation and
complete a pre-disposition report
and then make recommendations to
him before sentencing.
The girl will remain in the
custody of her family pending
sentencing, the judge said.
The defendant was convicted in
the death of Veronica Rodriguez,
who died five days after she was
pulled unconscious from the Los
Altos swimming pool July 19, 1981.
Assistant
District
Attorney
Kathleen DeLozier argued that
Sheryl and another girl, who was
not charged, held the victim under
the water and "kept pushing
Veronica under the water and
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a vault with other toxic chemicals
on the main campus,
Although possesion of 245T is
legal, Shaver said, "I'd like to get
rid ofit."
To dispose of 24ST, Patterson
said it must be carefully packaged
and then sent to a hazardous waste
facility. Facilities closest to New
Mexico are in Texas and California.
Cost runs $300 to transport a 55gallon drum, he said,
Patterson said the best and least
expensive way to be rid of 245T is
to use it in the way it's supposed to
be used. He said, "245T has a
good-use history," and that people
should not feel afraid to use it
because of its relationship to agent
orange.
Patterson said that the controversy over agent orange is more
political than scientific. He said the
most danger was to thqse who
mixed it and those who loaded
planes with it during the war.

Native American Graduate Students
Eligible for Education Scholarship

Friday, April 9, 8-12pm
UNM Faculty Club

(mulc•·~i·ad•mtc

pesticide management for the
agricultural department in Las
Cruces.
Patterson said the main difference between the two chemicals
is that agent orange was produced
with no quality contols.
Patterson said 24~T is made to be
used in the United States and has
strict quality controls,
Skin rashes are effects of exposure to both chemicals, Patterson
said. He added that no adverse
health or environmental effects
have been documented or proven.
Shaver said that, to the best of
his knowledge, 245T has not been
used by anyone on the UNM
campus in the past four years.
He said because of the controversy over agent orange's use in
Vietnam, he considered 245T
dangerous and said he would not
use it and. or instruct anyone else to.
Ten gallons of 245T are stored in
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call277-5656
aM find out about
being seen In the

looking at the clock while they did
it."
DeLozier also said the defendant
talked about the incident later to an
ll•year-old friend, showing that
"she knew what she was doing."
Defense lawyer Steve Mazer
described the incident in closing
arguments as "horseplay that
became too severe for the little girl

to-survive.,,

Mazer described the case as being
"like a witch hunt, where you're
accused of being a witch" and
criticized the victim's patents for
leaving her unattended at the
swimming pool.
The juvenile court jury received
the case Monday and deliberated
for about 90 minutes before
recessing for the night. The jurors
considered the case for about three
more hours Tuesday before finding
the girl guilty on the maximum
possible charge.
.Brown had told the jurors that
involuntary manslaughter also was
a possible verdict.

Dangers of War
fu Mideast To Be
Topic of Lecture
The vice chairman of the U.S.
Peace Council will lecture at the
University of New Mexico International Center thursday.
The Arab Students Club invited
Rob Prince, who will talk about
"Militarization and the danger of
war in the Middle East."
The lecture begins at 7:30 p. m,
The Il\tcrnational Center is located
at 1808 Las Lomas NE.

Charges Not Dismissed
For Newsome by Court
Manuel Franco

date,
"This case will probably go to
A motion to dismiss charges the (state) Supreme Court," said
against a University of New Mexico Assistant
District Attorney
graduate
for
unnecessarily Roderick Kennedy, who filed the
prosecuting a UNM official was charges against Newsome.
denied in Metropolitan Court.
Newsome has sued or is suing
Thomas Ray News<;Jme, a 1977 various s(ate and city officials for
UNM journalism graduate, has failure to disclose public records.
b.een charged by the Bernalillo Among those officials are Alarid
County District Attorney's office and UNM Police Chief Berry Cox.
with prosecuting UNM Director of
Personnel Phillip Alarid last July
Newsome contends that the
knowing that he was innocent or District Attorney's office
is
without probable cause.
prosecuting him for filing a
countermotion last month to
Metro Court Judge William Assistant District Attorney Steve
Short Monday denied the motion Slusher's motion to dismiss
by Newsome's public defender to Newsome's charges against Cox,
dismiss the charges because of
insufficient
grounds
for
A motion Newsome filed stating
prosecution. The case will now go that Kennedy's charges violated
to trial in Metro Court at a later Newsome's human rights under.
various state statutes and international
human
rights
agreements was not even considered
in court, Kennedy said. This was
done "probably at the request of
the public defender,'' he said.

Renovation

Of SUB Starts

This Month

GERMAN GIRL (18) would like to live with an American family

"None of the treaties Newsome
mentions. are in effect for the U.S.
anyway," Kennedy said, "except
for the United Nations Charter."

as an exchange student for 3-6 months.
If you are a student or have a son/daughter who would like to live with
her family and go to high school/university in Germany for
3·6 mqnths, please contact:

Mark Ballance

293-7042

The addition of a restaurant on
the Student Union Building's
second floor is the first project of
an extensive SUB renovation
beginning this month, SUB director
Cliff Holt said.
Holt said he also plans extensive
work on the cafeteria. "The accoustics are terrible," he said, "and
it has no atmosphere."
The use of partitions and plants
are part of his plan to make the
cafeteria quieter and more comfortable, he said.
Holt said he also wants to make
the lounge next to the Mercado
more comfortable.
Presently, he said, it looks like
the inside of a bus station. What it
should look like is the living room
of a home, with comfortable chairs,
plants and possibly a television set.
He saici the reason he is giving
priority to the cafeteria and the new
restaurant, The Garden Court, is
because, "The key to a successful
Union is food service." he said.
As the food service becomes
more profitable Holt said he will
"use the food sel'Vice to pay for
other student services."
One of the major improvements,
Holt said, has been with the
catering service the SUB offers.
Two years ago it made about
$45,000, he said, but this year it
made over $200,000 and will make
over $300,000 next year.
Holt said another big improvement lias been with the food
service staff. A new food service
director, Joe Samora, was hired last
August, and he in turn has hired
new staff.
Holt said he wants feedback
from the customer in order to
further improve the food service.
"I want to encourage people to
complain if service is bad," he said,
"so we can do something about it
- find out why,"

Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy ted sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!
Laura Ruley
First place winner
(18-25 Women)

lntramarathon

WlNNERSWlLL R.ECEJVE: ONE MILD O.R WILD T-SHIRT,ONELOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!
.
.

Where can I go if I want in·
formation on health and accident
insurance? UNM Student Health
Center, Student Health Center x
3136; Keystone Life Insurance
Company, 2625 Pennsylvania NE,
884-6827.

r-------------------------------~
1 THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE:

l
I

!

Get a FREE Apple burrito
1________________________________
with any purchase.
I
j
1

Where can I go if I want dental
attention? UNM Dental Clinic,
Novitski Hall, x45 13.

~

!Jill V!echtcr

David Williams [/eft), nuclaar chemist and physicist at Sandia Labs, and Don Hancock [r/ghtL of
Southwest ReSflllrch Information Center, answer questions in Tuesday's WIPP panel in the SUB
Ballroom. The panel, witnessed by ebout 50, was madlatad by Campus chaplain Mark Rut/adga
[canter) and sponsored by Campus Minff!trlas.

.
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Arts
ASA Gallery Exhibiting Second Annual S. W. Photo Show

-Photo------

Ray Abeyta
The ASA Gallery is currently
exhibiting its second annual Southwest Regional Photographic
Exhibition. The exhibition is a
juried showcase for the works of
emerging artists from Colorado,
New Mexico, Texas, California,
Nevada and Arizona. The first
regional exhibition included only
five states with this year's .show
including Colorado for the first
time. The exhibit is advertised as a
competition, with a total of. ten
$100 awards and a one-person show
for the juror's choice. Response to
this year's show brought in a total
of 140 portfolios, with 38 artists
chosen to exhibit.
This
year's
jurors were
California artist Ellen Brooks and
Chicago-based
artist
Joyce
Neimanas. Both women have
backgrounds
in
exten.sive
photography; Brooks recieved her
B.A., M.A. and M.F.A. degrees
from the University of Wisconsin
and the University of California at
Los Angeks; Neimanas recieved
her M.F.A. from the Chicago An
Institute.
Both jurors are from opposite
ends of the country and in their
Juror's Statement they stated: "It is
continued on .pege 9

One of Gedi Gofberg's works is
seen here. He is one of fivs
UNM ertists swarded $100 in the
ASA Gelfery's second snnusl
South west
Reg/one/
Photographic Exhibition. The
exhibition will be st the gallery
until Apri/23.

---------------------------------------------~
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II The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is a student service organization, which
seeks to fulfill entertainment, educational and cultural functions by offering a
I variety of film programming at affordable prices. The ASUNM FILM COMMIT1 TEE is dedicated to providing an alternative and supplement to commercial
movie theatre fare in Albuquerque. The FILM COMMITTEE is a student·
I managed and student-staffed ASUNM Executive Committee. operating under
1 the auspices of the ASUNM President. The FILM COMMITTEE rents use of
the SUB Theatre facilities from the SUB Business Office for a fee ranging from
I $25
to $60 per night (depending on ticket revenues). FILM COMMITTEE
1 operations are funded primarily by net revenues from ticket sales. In addition,
the FILM COMMITTEE receives an ~I allocation from ASUNM which
I partially subsidizes advertising, !h~IJ• ~al and labor costs, and guest
1 speakers' fees.
I Please support the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE and participate in the
1 selection of films for next semester•.. Fill out and return this survey form·
I ... the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is programming FOR YOU!
1 0 undergraduate
0 graduate
0 faou lty staff
0 other
I
I Major or Dept.
do you attend films at the SUB theatre?
I. DHowat often
least once a week
0 at least once a month
I 0 at least once a semester
0 never
I The requested allocations for FILM COMMITTEE guest speakers honorar·
I iums was not approved in the 1982-83 ASUNM budget. For the past decade,
I the FILM COMMITTEE has brought guest filmmakers/film scholars to the

I

I
1
I
1

I
1
I

I

PROGRAMMING SURVEY FORM

campus tor speaking engagements in conjunction with film screenings. These
film forums have provided students with a more in-depth exposure to the
filmmaking process: to film theory, techniques. and financing.
Do you think the FILM COMMITTEE should receive the necessary ASUNM
funding to continue its guest speakers program?
Yes D No 0
comments

. .

.

.

.

.

.
. ..

.
.

..

.

..
.. .

Please check off whether you would like to see MORE, A SIMILAR AMOUNT.
OR LESS of the following categories of films during the spring semester:
MORE
Recently released feature films-American
Recently released feature films• Foreign
Classic feature films-American
Classic feature films-Foreign
Silent Era films (1920's)
Musicals
Comedy films
Horror films
Science fiction films
Early experimental (i.e. "avant-garde") films
Recent experimental films
Experimental animation
Documentaries

A SIMILAR
AMOUNT

0
0
D

0
0
D

0
D
0

D
0
D

0
0

0
0

D

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
D
0

LESS

0
0
D

D
0
D

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

Suggested film genres, film directors. and film titles:

I
I
1
I
1
1
1

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
1
I
1

(Please feel free to continue on second sheet.)
Suggestions for improving SUB THEATRE operations:

Please mail or drop off completed survey forms:
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE.
Phone: 277-5608
.
Rm. 235-A, New Mexico Union (SUB)
.
Attn: Marcy Gruenhut

II
1
I
1
I
I

r;ontinued from psge 8
of continuing importance for institutions to. support and exhibit
emerging artists. The accessibility
to this work is usually limited to the
public but ~ valuable source of
information regarding the current
directions in 'the medium of
photography.

'
terms 'prizes' and 'competition,' as
ti).lly feel the awards are given to the
individual artists in order to
promote the furtherence of these
young artists' works. The awards
are made available through partial
funding from the gallery and the
ten dollar entry fee charge to each
artist who enters.

We felt that the work was of high
The
Southwest
Regional
quality, diversified and innovative. Photographic
Exhibition
was
This specific area of the country originally i11itiated by ASA Director
represents general attitudes and Patrick Clancy in 1980, with the
concerns
that
are evident idea of initiating a program of
n~tionwide. Because we are from exchange within a five-state region
different ~reas of the country, it is of the southwestern United States.
interesting to see the attitudes Clancy left UNM and was unable to
present in a limited region.''
realize his attempts. Then Assistant
Director Patrick Chavez continued
UNM and New Mexico in general the initial process, with the result
have gained reputations as centers being the first annual exhibition of
for photography, the school of photographs ofits kind at t.he ASA.
photography ~t UNM continues to
Chavez said, "This year's
be a major draw for students. interested in photography as an art exhibition is an improvement over
last year's exhibition. The inclusion
form.
of · Colorado has broadened the
The current exhibition at the scope of works, and next year there
ASA is an extension of this interest, are plans for including Utah. The
ASA director Patrick Chavez said. exhibition is gaining a reputation
"Considering the fact that the among photographers, which is
jurors were outside people and ultimatly good for the gallery and
unfamiliar with the work in this UNM. A show like this puts
area, New Mexico did very well. We students of photography at UNM in
picked outside jurors for obvious a position to compare and contrast
reasons of impartiality and their their works with those of other
potential for bringing a fresh artists in the region. It opens the
perspective. Neimanas we chose for gallery up to out-of-state artists,
her reputation as an artist, and a and exposes the community to art
juror (Photographic Resource and artist they would ordinarily not
Center in Boston, with Aaron see.''
Siskind and Charles Hasbut, NEA
Assistant Director Berman said,
task force on photography grants
and the National Photographic "Exhibits such as this one and the
Exhibition with Van Deren Coke); Conceptions Southwest show stress
and Brooks, because of her art the aspect of continuation at the
work. While I do have questions ASA as a serious outlet for the
about her work I feel she is doing works of emerging artists. The
some things that are pushing the gallery will continue to present this
boundries of photography. As it exhibition as an annual event.''
turned out, Brooks studied with
The
Southwest
Regional
Ncimanas as a student and the two
Photographic Exhibition will be at
got along very well.''
the ASA Gallery through April 23,
ASA Assistant Director Mamie with an opening reception being
Berman said, "The competition for held this Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
this year's_exhibition was stiff. Of Regular gallery hours are 11 a.m. to
the 140 portfolios that we received, 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
only 38 artists Were chosen, with
only a few representative works
from each artist selected. The ten
$100 awards were given to the Where can I go If I want to join a
artists on the basis of quality of the nontraditional "older" student
prints, content, presentation and organization? Returning Students
overall consistency based on the Association, Mesa Vista Hall1055,
Work in each portfolio."
x6342.

.~--------------------------------------------·

With the invitation of "Death's
Nose" to participate in the
American College Theatre Festival
in Washington, D.C., the theatre
arts department of the University of
New Mexico has changed the
University theater season for this
s'pring.
"La Cantina de la Muerte"
(Death's Cantina) will not open
April22. Work will continue on the
production, which is a companion
play to "Death's Nose."
Instead, the department will
present
Albert
Innaurato's
"Gemini.'' The play will open
April22 and play April22 to 24 and

j

begin to appreciate.
Two of the son's friends, a
brother and a sister, come to visit
him during the summer and set up a
tent in the backyard. They get to
know the father, the father's
girlfriend and the next door neighbors, a middle-aged blowzy blond
~nd her apparently emotionally
disturbed son. In the course of
several days, the young people sort
out their feelings toward one
another and the older people sort
out thier feelings toward their
children. The play ends on an
upbeat, affirmative note after a
number of hilarious twists .

NAVAJO CODE TAL·KERS
R·ecogni~ion

Day
April 10, 1982
277·5750

COMPANION PLANTS
GARDENING KIT
'four gufde to .sO compAniOn vt!9etablell &
herbs, Atb. ·pranlln; d_ate8, Intensive _garden·
lng,moon pl_tlnllng, 1s~labels, tips, phms, and

m"'' m'S3.oo gets yours at:
Llvln!l' eateh eookator•ln

Psychology Tutor
Urgently Needed

In Alameda

lot Clinical Psychology
& Psyehology ·of Pe,.,onollty

.

Corrales:

_t:llrdaong· Book&fOrtl White 011.k Boo_kllhop

_,Work Study Preter,ed

Call 277·6536 or 277-6537

BaSIIOmiiC~~;~!~
~

'6

Ocha Co•op
.Afnmi!dli Feed·
Farmilta Feed Dnd Supply
Ala~lidll 'Nuratir{

KIVA CLUB UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
•

•

~

April28 to May I.
"Gemini" has been on Broadway
for about five years. ·· It is a
comedy/drama
by one of
America's most promising young
playwrights, according to Brian
Hansen, theatre arts chairman and
director of the play.
Set in the backyard of a South·
Philadelphia row house, the play
involves a group of people who are
heading in different directions. The
plot deals with a middle-aged
widower whose son has earned a
scholarship to Harvard. His son
returns home for the.summer with a
set of experiences his father cannot

Both directors shy away from the

La.~ ltlra5 Vlvls .._ .Pfesenia tl poets espanol,
Angel Gonzalez, a .las 12 en el Onega Hall Lounge
elite ruicrcoles ct 7 de Abril. 1!.1 l>r. ·Gmi~ICt .se hli
dE!dftado a Ia poesla (k1r m\lt.hos artos y cs mU}'
eonocldo. r-c:rtc!neee a) srupo de fa vc:11gan a com·
partir una hora de crca~ton c<Jrl nasotro~.
Sufi ba11ce Club- Mcdltali\'ednnclng U5lng song
and chant trom the majot world reUglons. No·
prcvio\ls- e;cpcr1ence necessary. Wednesdn)' evcnbt.!!S
In the Carlisle dymt room Its at 7:30 p,m, Por·morc
Information cnU 266-t3B7.
~
Anb Student!!: Club- Lecture: MilltariZDtton and
the Danger of War lrt the Mlddfe _ERSt, Thursday a'!
'1:30 p.m. nf tl1e· tntcrnatfonal Ccnier, 1808 t-as
Loma!NE.
Assod•ilon ot Accoundn~t Siudtnill _. _Mceiinil:
today at nooi1ln room ll2 ·or theAndCfsonSchMI of
Ml!.nttgcmcnl.

•
;'

f:'
i

..

\

.'~eath's Nose' Cancels, Prepares for D. C:

Of the ten artists to recieve
awards, five of them were from
New Mexico. Skeet McAuley of
Texas was awarded $100 plus a oneperson exhibition for next year in
the ASA'~ north gallery.

Le r.!Onlenlla Food Co-op

I
1
1

~-

-~

•.

r.
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CONTACT LENS SPECIAL

SPRING WEDDING
SPECIAL

15.00 Alergan Kit 4.6'9
Call tor low puce-& on hard,
soH or semi"ioftlenses

$50.00

Casey Optical Co.
(3 doors west of Your Drug)
4306 Lomas at washington
265-80.46>.
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Lo~

pi~~

film ~nd proGe~~ing

Sp~rts

Pacer Photographic ·sav(il: your memori~s
in plct!Jrf!s. Call for details

Former Student
Selected To Fill
National Position

821-6178

15 ya<~r!l in pholo~raphy

1

Survival For the Desk ·sitter
Back Awareness Class
DATES: Tuesday, Apri113 & 20th, 1982 • 7:30-9:00 p.m.
UNM Student Health Center • Room 234 - Second Floor
anc: self·help exercises, Structure function

UNM Chaparrals
Applications in
Student Activities Center
Room 1 06, New Mexico Union
Applications due April 8th
Tryouts on April 17th

-jiiiiji~

Call 277-4706
for information

Sale

Roberl Sanchez

if you like 501 's
you will love

701 'S

Shrink-to-fi.ts
only

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
Saturday, April 17, 1982

\

$16.99

Matt Arno.t, who. to.o.k 13th place In NCAA ch11mplo.mrhlp e/l-11ro.und
co.mpetltlo.n, perlo.rms o.n the rings. He has been Involved In
gymnestics fo.r 17 yurs.

Jennings, Arnot Give
UNM Maturity, Youth
Nick Greenwalt

each

A combination of youth and
experience was the key to the Lobo
men's gymnastics team's success,
especially for their two performers
who competed in last weekend'S
NCAA championships.
Pommel horse expert Steve
Jennings, who for the second
straight year finished in a first place
tie, has been competing for only
2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954
five years, while his 19-year-old
teammate, Matt Arnot, who
;:========================;-finished 13 in all-around, has been
performing for 11 years.
Jennings became interested in
gymnastics while in high school
when he saw an exhibition given by
the Lobo gymnastics team.
The summer after his sophomore
year in high school he began
working out at the Hemo Walters
Gymnastics Academy. He said that
during his junior year in . high
Monday, April 5 ·Thurs. AprilS
school he started to get good but
Check below for poUing place nearest you
did not want to compete until he
Monday:
knew he could win state.
9am - 2pm GSA Office
As a senior he acheived his goal
9am - 9:30pm Mitchell Hall 9am - 4pm Law School
of finishing first in the state for the
10:30 • 2pm Medical Science$ lpm - 3pm Architecture
pommel horse after less than a year
Boxes also at:
of competing.
Biology Chern., Nuc. Engr.
Arnot became involved in
Communicative Disorders
gymnastics when his mother
Public Administration Psychology
enrolled him in a tumbling class in
Tuesday:
1970 and the next year he took up
gymnastics at the Gold Cup
9am - 2pm GSA Office
9am - 7pm Mitchell Hall 9am - 4pm Law School
Gymnastics
School
in
3pm - 6:30pm AnderSon School (outside student lounge)
.
Albuquerque.
In slightly over a decade of
9am - 2pm Sociology
competing he has won ten state
Boxes also at:
championships and five regional.
Biology Chern., Nuc. Engr.
Public Administration
He also finished 10 in aU-around at
the United ·State Gymnastic
Wednesday:
Federation
Meets in 1977 and 1979.
.
9am • 2pm GSA Office
Both athletes give credit to coach
9am- 7pm Mitchell Hall 11:30- lpm Modem l'c Classical Languages
Rusty Mitchell for their decision to
3pm " 6:30pm. Anderson School
come
to UNM and they say he also
1Oam - 12tm1 SUB (North Sitlc)
helped them to become succsseful.
Boxes also at:
''Rusty's coaching is the difBiology Chern., Nuc. Engr.
ference between my being a fourPublic Administl'lltion, Medical Sciences
time All•American and not being
'l'hunday:
one," Jennings said.
9am - 2pm GSA Office
Mitchell returns the coin·
9am - 7pm Mitchell Hall
pliments, speaking well of both
Boxes also at:
performers.
Biology Chern., Nuc. Engr.
"! think he had a natural tenl'uhfic Administ,·niirm, ~lcdicnl Sd~nct•s
dency to be great with .hi~ lo,ng, ar!t)S

lobo

men's

shop

GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
ELECTION 1982

Kim Seckler, a former University
of New Mexico swimmer, has been
named by th.e NCAA as one of four
national directors for the agency's
Volunteers for Youth prpgram.
·
Seckler, a Ruidoso native,
graduated from UNM in December
!981 with a biology degree.
Seckler served as student director
of UNM's Volunteers fpr Youth
chapter for three years.
Dr. Gary Ness, of UNM's
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation. department, said
Seckler is the first person from
UNM to achieve the position of
.national director for the program.
"I think it speaks highly of her
and of the program here," Ness
said. "We're really proud of her.
Now she's going to be helping and
setting up programs at other college
campuses," he said.
The Volunteers for Youth
program is a program made up of
and run almost entirely by students,
that gives kids a chance to spend
time with college students "doing
things they would normally do,"
Ness said.
Ness said there are 36 volunteers
in UNM's chapter, the majority of
them UNM men!s and women's
athletes. But the group is not open
to athletes only, Ness said.
Ness said the kids that are in the
program are identified by school
counselors and are then matched up
with volunteers. He said most of
the kids are from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds.
Ness, who along with UNM
trainer Tow Diehm are the faculty
advisors, Sl!id the program is good
for the student volunteers and for
the kids because they "benefit from
a positive adult association."
Seckler will serve one year as
national director and will work out
of the NCAA national offices in
Shawnee Mission, Kan. Seckler
begins serving in June.

and slender body; also he is strong
enough to support his body without
touching the horse," Mitchell said
about Jennings.
He also said that Jennings has
been extremely consistent. He has
always scored over a nine and in the
pl!st 49 or 50 routines he has done
he has not made an error.
About Arnot Mitchell said·he has
the potential to be in the 1984
olympics.
"What is helping him is his
durability. He's able to work out at
a high level for two to three hours
every day," he said.
He also said that Arnot is
consistent; he is able to work hard
and he is also able to concentrate.
About their performances in
nationals, both athletes said they
were happy with their overall
performance but Arnot said he was
a little disappointed in his compulsory events.
The compulsories were helcl
Friday night and the young allarounder _finished wit~ a score of
52.60 wh1ch placed him 18. The
next night he finished eighth in ,
optionals with a score of 56.05,
good enough t(l move him up into
thirteenth overall.
Jennings finished in a first place
tie with Peter Vidmar of UCLA.
Both had scores of 9.85.
Jennings said that he did not feel
much pressure, however Arnot said
he did.
"I think this meet'· was more
pressure-packed because there were
so many top names there," Arnot
said.
He said that some of the people
there included Vidmar, who Wort
the all·arourtd, and Jim Hartung of
Nebraska, who finished second.
Jennings, a biology major, said
that this would be his last year of
competition and he would like to go
into veterinary medicine because l1e
likes animals.
Arnot, a business major, said he
is planning on competing until he
graduates in 1985.
Mitchell said that seeing his
performers do well makes him
continued an page 1 i

Lobos Get
Top State
Hoopster
Doug Hoselton, University of
New Mexico women's basketball
coach, announced Tuesday the
signing of one of the top point
guards in New Mexico.
Danene Manning, a S' 5" point ~
guard from Kirtland Central High
School has signed a letter of intent
to play basketball for the Lobos
next year
. '
Manning was named all-state the
past two years and last year
averaged 6.6 assists and 12.9 points
a game while shooting SO percent
from •the . floor. for the state
champ1on Broncos.
"Danene was our number one
recruit at point guard," Hoselton
said. "We are really tickled to get
her."
Hoselton said the Lobos are still
irt the running for Cara Priddy,
Manning's teammate and one of
the most sought-after high school
players in the country, along with
two other forwards and another
guard whpse names he declined to
mention.
Outing the four years Manning
played for the Broncos, the team
Wort 102 games while being beaten
Ollly six times. Duri!)g her freshman year the Broncos went to the
state playoffs. the Broncos are
three-time
defending
state
champions.

Agcudu
I. Call to Order
II. !'.linutcs of !\larch 27, lfJS2 meeting.
Ill. President's Report
IV. Conuuitlcc Hcports
A. F'imlll(.'C
B. Special l'rojccts & SJ)calwrs

\'. Old Bushw.><
YI. New Hu~incss
\'[1, Adjournnwnl

Come Learn

Courses offered ino
Spanish, French,
English & l'ortugc~c
• :\ath P Iu-,trudor!l

• ~mall Cla;w; ! ~Ia\. Ci (l<'OJlh•!

cia, Thn<''
Cmu''i(_' ita Spanish

• \'t·r;atilt•
• I) ..,~,.('L'I\

Tutoring ~Uld Jlrh~ttt•
lnstrlll•lion "''lilabh•

2 Cla,s<•s \\'••••kh·
Only $3!).00 1plu., mut<;rial f(•t•1

Language Dynamics
293-4065
2740 W yomin~ NE

Jim Nacbtwey

Steve Jennings, Who. tied fo.r first piece In NCAA championship pommel ho.rse competitlo.n fo.r the
second streight yur In 11 row, demonstrates pert of his routine. He first became Interested In
gymnastics in high schoo.l.

-Maturity---------continued fro.m page 10

Jenning's next year will hurt the gymnast. Though the results were
team, he has been impressed with not official, he said he had an idea
the progress of some of the younger who would win,
"II makeS' it all worthwhile; it players on the team.
"Arnot will be the most valuable
makes you feel like you could do
Mitchell said the team was voting while most improved will either be
this for ten more years," he said.
on two awards, most valuable Steve Hill, Brian Anz, or Craig
He also said that while losing . gymnast and most improved Kromi," he said.
really enjoy his work.

Kortball for Everyone,
Breaks Down Barriers
There's no double dribble, in fact
there'-S no dribbling, You can't get
called for walking, and setting a
screen is a foul.
A poor imitation of basketball
you say? No. The game is called
korfball and it is played at the
University of New Mexico.
Jim Moore, president of the
UNM korfball club, said the game
is like basketball in some respects,
but the game. is really a "social
sport. 1'
"There's a lot of interaction. It's
not like rugby where you have to be
big and tough to play," Moore
said. "There's no physical contact,
people don't muscle in," he said.
"Women are out there too."
Korfball is played on any regular
size court with the court divided
into two halves. There is a korf that
is II feet 8 inches on each end of the
court. Korf is dutch for basket.
Moore said there are four players
on each team, two males and two
females. Two play on each half of
the court. Every time a total of two
baskets have been made the offense
and defense change sides of the
court he said.
The ball used in korfball is

I

-~

.1

Who is the only football player to
have been elected to both the
college and professional football
hall of fame?
Gale Sayers, halfback for the
University of Kansas, and later of
the Chicago Bears has been elected
similar to a soccer ball, but not as to both halls.
heavy as a basketball.
Moore said because of the rules
of korfball, it is not unusua.l to see Where can I go if I w8Jit medical
40-foot shots taken.
assistance? UNM Student Health
Some of the rules that make Center, Student Health Center, x
korfball different from basketball 3136.
include: the ball can only be passed
or shot; setting screens are not
allowed; play is stopped when art
infraction occurs with the offense
usually receiving the ball, among
other rules.
When an Infraction does occur,
the defense tnust move eight feet
away frotn the offensive player.
Moore said each basket made
counts for one point. There are two
30-tninute halves with the clock
running continuously. Moore said
teams cart make substitutions
although they do not substitute .in
Holland,
where the game.
originated.
,
Moore said the game is catching
on in the U.S., but has not been
very popular at UNM.
The UNM korfball club meets on
Wednesday from 8 to 9 p.m. at
Carlisle dym to play. He said
anyone interested in korfball is
invited to watch and learn more
about the game.

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers ... take your
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the way
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your lit·
ting appointment today.
More people Wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

~··

CONTACT LENS Fl'ITING FEES:
$210- Sort Spherical Contact LENS (Poly macon)•
$300- Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bullilcon)•

$350- Sort Extended Wear (Bullilcon)•

•Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care .Regime
• Patient Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales Tax

-

DR. ROBERT H. QUICK
SQ.;~oo DR. DWIGHT THIBODEAUX 1
("""•
Optometrists

1020-A Eubank NE • 298-2020 • open Tuesday - Saturday 9 • 5
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SllMMER SUBLET MA '() Sth to Sept. 15th(DaJes
negotiable), Pleasant 2-bedroom, North Valley
house. Good neighborhood, Reasonably priced. Call
418
345-7314 Mter 6:00.
SMAJ,L )0 X 20 FOOT ADOIIE ltouse. $100,00 per
mo., utilities not included. Acceptable dog o,k, Call
4/8
293-1070 after S p.m.
ONE-IIEDROOM 5170 PER MONTH, Utilities
not included. NP pets. Caii293-IQ70 afterS:OO p.m.
4/8
Sl..JSAN BF.ARD, THE UNJ\1 area specialist, has toe
only Corrales adobe for less than $100,000, Also
several good deals near UNM. Call 256-3814 or
4/13
Walker-Hinkle Realty,268-4551.
BASEMENT EFFICIENCY IN our home, located
three blks. off Central in Huning Highlands, separate
entrance, $135/mo, including utilities. 242-4944,

Classified

Advertising
Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition.
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
In Marron Hall .Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or$. 11 per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.

L Personals

5. ForSale

Cl.AIM YOUR I.OST possessions at CampUs Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
trn

I'INK~T s•:u:CTION Of unique and tr"ditionnl
g<•ld wedding >Ctl. Charlie Rumero Jeweler;', 29369fll.
51!0
AC<TRATK INFORMATION AIIOUT contrac·cpliun, stcnliliilitlll, ubortion. Right to Choose.
294-Cll71.
tfn
l'.ltl':<iNANt'Y TESTIN<.i & C'Ol'NSf:LIN(.i, Phone
24'1·981 1),
tfn
('()NTA<'TS-I'Ol.ISIIING, SOLl'TIONS Casey
Opti«tl t'<•mpany t>n L.omasJUit west of Washington.
tfn
WI·: !lOT I>IS'fiUiltiTORS. Premiption eyeglass
frnmcs. lircenwich Village (! enth1n Styles), gold
rimlc". $~4.~!1 (regular $6j.OOJ. Pay Lm Opticians,
~007 M.enuul N.l., aero;; from L11Bellc1.
tfn
ONLY S:.J5, TWO fnnn-frcsh eggs, two homemade
dtcnm;al free 1\\lU~ngc p:.utics, two s1iccs of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Mornln~GioryCr.fe. Corner
nf Omtrd, Central and Monte V!Sta268-7040.
tfn
$5 lll'YS IIKW Til' of the week. Daily Lobo will pay
$< fllr the belt news t.ip we receive every week.
S11ur.c' ~iln remam ~tmfidcntlal. but Fditor must
Jt,wc vnur name til pay winner. 277.5656, ask for
~c"' 'rn11m.
tfn
CIII"'E~J< Jll'HI•:T. C'lJF:AI'l All you can cat.
I m;dl $1.4~. Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.4~.
hu•·.J~u·, l'lucc, SWO t'emml Ave. SE.
tfn
I'ASSI'Oin I'H:OTOS. tOWF.ST prices! Pleasant
pt•turc~! 123 Wcllc\lcy SI: corner Silver. Please call
lmt 265-1323.
tfn
l'NM CIIAPAIIRAI.S TRYOl'TSI I Pick up
applications in Student Activities Office Room 106 of
the New Mexico Student Union Building.
ApphcatiorL< due April 8, orientation meeting April
12, clinic begins Aprl113, and lryomsAptll17. Call
217-4706 for further information.
418
JllMI' INTO SI'RINGI Skydive, Classes April Jrd,
17th. Ca11831·5911.
4115
t'IIEF; MONEY FOR students. Act now for fall
~emestcr. For information, write Compute~ ACS,
Suite 211, 160 Washington SE, Albuquerque, NM
87108.
4121
t'OUit MONTII OI.D samoyed co.llie cross needs
home. C'all268·2384.
4/8
t'OltlltiNG ACOllSTIC BAND. Need improv.:
woodwinds, percussion. Cal John 293·3229.
4/20
U~:i\R BllNUJ.~:S, I am tired of being a faceless
nobody. 1 have gone to Photo Service, 1820 Las
Lomas NE. Twinky.
417
SK\'t>IVING MEETING TONIGHT! Room 231C
sun. 8:00pm. Movies, information and more. Come
make your fir!t.jump with us! UNMSkydiving Club.
417

2. Lost & Found
lOST: SHEI'IlERI> CROSS: , Mule, black/tan,
mcdium·slzcd, with collar and Jags. East
tJNM.
Rcward,26S·2150.
4/12
l.OST: UGIIT BROWN VELOR tyPe wallet on
Johnson Field,4·1·82. Has J.D. Pleasccall277·3171,
reward.
417
t'OUNll: YOl'NG t'EMALE gray tabby eat ncar
TV f. On Saturday, Apr. 3, Cal1243-0309.
4112

or

PRO~'ITABLE, EXCITING, NEW summer jobs,
natioowitle. De~t Reagonomicsl Write now: I.incrpft,
W279N2907,1'ewaukee, Wis. 53072,
4/7
DUSINF.SS OR I.A W Background, E~ecutive
position$ in development .and marketing firm. Own
pan of the business rather than wage slavery, Part
time to start. Send resume to: Thompson, 6240
Indian School NE, 13-109, Albuquerque, NM 87110.
4/7
I NE~ THREE, well-versed, strong-minded,
m9ney motivated individuals to work evening shift In
Solar Energy telephone advertising department.
Hourly wage, commissions, added bonuses and
incentive programs. Call Sam at247-0I05.
4/8
JOB SEARCHING TECHNIQUES. 4-hour classes,
$15. 265-755 I.
4/9
JOB SEARCHING? TRY Job OpportunitY !let·
419 terment Services, 265-7551.
419
HOUSEKEEPER, BABYSI'J'TER, MON·FRI, onlY
3:30 to 6:00. Two daughters 9 and II, Room and
board plus $l11nll salary, references. 293·23n, .242,
GOOD DEAL EOR Honda .owners with modeh 73 to 4445.
4/9
79. Four 13-inch Shelby Diamond-back ri~s--gold SALESI.AUIES EARN $3,000/mo. Selling
center-plated, Ewellent condition, like new. Selling discontinued flooring products at a substantial
for $250. Caii26S-9668 after S or weekends.
4/9 savings to contractors, apartment$, developers.
FOR SAU:: ALFALFA SJ.OOperbale first, second, Contact national carpel brokers, 242-444~. Neatness
and third cuttings. Will deliver within a 10 rnllc. radius a mu$1,
4/9
4/30 •:XCITING POSITION IN busy office. Need partfor $3.50 per bale, Call873-0~72.
74 SUZUKI 500, 10,000 miles fairing gold. Run~ and time secretatylnrnner, hours flexible. Auto needed.
looks great. $695 or offer. 883-1708, 7pm-12pm, Jay. Send resume in con fidencc to: Assistant, P .0. box
4/7 3671. 87190.
4/9
SCHWINN CONTINENTAL, l,IKE new. Many ATIENTIQN: UNOERGRADllATES. ARE you
extras. $225 or offer. 883-1708. 7pm-12pm, Jay.
stili looking for your summer work? Nationally
4/7 known .compnly interviewing students f~r summer
OVATION GUITAR AND case, e~cellent conditon. work program, How does $1,298 per month soound7
4/9
$350. 247-9999.
4/8 For interview appointment ca11888·5361,
1970 DATSUN STATION WAGON,4-spce!l, good ENVEI,OPE STI.)}'FER N~;EDEil for mass mailing.
Good handwriting required, Part-time256-l12J.
condition, runs well, $1000. Call Jesse, 277-3287.
4/7
4/8
COWBOY SHIRTS, $5,00; 3 for $12,00, Used, N,l\1, UNION catering servi•c is looking for hard·
excellent condltiPn. Kaufman's. A real army-navy working people. Flexible .hours. Apply N.M.. Union
4/12
4/8 F'oodScrviceOffice,
store. 504 Yale S,E, 256-0000.
STUDt:NT CHMR··DllSK combination, l'rand new,
26S-1SS1.
4/9
197l VOLKSW AGON BUS. Good overall condition.
New engine. $1800, 822-0364.
4/9 MORE TIMt: TIIAN Money--sc:crets of leisurely,
73 UATSUN 240Z Auto, new paint, trans and reasonable travel abroad. Current information.
brakes. Many other new parts. Best offer, Call Ed or $5.85. Ventures, Box8220. Albuquerque, NM 87.198 •.
4/12
Dill, 277-5280.
4/9
MOTORSCOOTER--.1919 VESPA Primavera 125cc. WIIITEWAn:R llA'r' TRII'S, Apri13, 4, & 10. $25
75mpg, 1100 mr. Includes spare, rear rack and per person. Wildwater Rafting Experiences. 2664~
helmets. $850. 293-1885.
4/9 9nl.
1980 CHEVETTE. EXCELLENT condition. 4 door BACK FROM SPRING Break and yearning to go
~
hatchback with bucket scMs, 3400,00, 821·6224, 881· ~~~~~~~
0948,
4/9
BIANCifl SPECIAl. FOR sale, one month old,
many extras, paid $350, asking $250. Call after
6:00pm, 881·9386.
4/12 20"-'oOFF BOOKS, records, baskets, etc. with this ad
LEAVING BW-TV CASETTES., clothing, through April 10. Birdsong, 106 GirardSE.
4/9
housewares, miscellaneous. 247-9349.
417
GOOD INVESTMENT: HERE'S one you can afford! Condominium--University Area, low down
$202 monthly. Pool, jacuzzi. Residence or rent, Great
tax deduction! 242·6310.
4/12
IIP•J4C $1.15 PROGRAM,o\BtE 4 mos. warantee lefl,
4112
Call242-8276aJter5p,m.
SCIIWlNN VARSITY, EXCELU:NTconditlon.IOMakers of Handmade
spced, 20-inch, $110.00. 843-70')().
4/13
Indian Jewelry
AUCTION·GARAGE SAtE- April 10, lla.m.:
OLDTO\tY~
draftsmans materials, extensive tools,. men's t!othes
(qualit~). ho11sehofd soods: 504 Morningside S.E.
4/9
FOtBOT .2 ·MAN Kayac 17Vt w/acces, S250, 2656398,
4/13
BRIGHT REO VISTA sport 10 speed, Sugina Maxy
crank, Avocet saddle, lights, pump, water bottle, like
new, $185,243-6663,294-4467.
4/l3
TREADLE SEWING MACIIINE in unusual oak
cabinet$299. Collection of music boxes. Mission oak
bureau 5165.299-4078.
4/13

3. Services
<;Uil'AR tESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center. 143 Harvard S.U.
265·3315.
tfn
TYPING-PROFESSIONAl. QUALITY pronto at
KinkotPronto; TLC at no extra charge. We w.ill edit.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Ha~
tfu
A·l TYPISTS-n:RM papers, resumes 299-8970.
4/30
PltOFF.'5SIONAI. TYPING B\' English MAeditor.
Vast experience wilh diSsertations, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
4/12
24 HOUR T\'I'ING. CnltBSI.-0628 after 6pm, Jean,
4116

I'ROt'ESSIONAL TY.I'ING..
REi\SON'ABLE,
Extensive .secretarial experience. IPM Selectric. IH.
299-6256 or 299·2676, Free pick up and delivery on
most orders.
4121
GARDENEIIS ..START t:AS\' with Tim's tilling.
Rototilling, manure, Clean-up. 268-6510.
4/30
QtrAL11Y TYI'INGiEOITING. After S, 266-8590.
417
VOI.KSWAGON REI'AIRS--TUNE-UPS. Call
Jane, 247·8609.
4/19
TEN DDI.LARS-RESl'MES -Ten Dollars.
l'tofcssionat Company. 265·755 I.
4/9
UORSEIIACK RIDING tF~'iSONS: Learn how to
ride or better yourself. Experienced horse person gives
lessons in Western English Jumping Driving.
Jeanette, 299-9253.
419
PROFESSIONAL EI>ITING. TERM papers, theses,
dissertations. All subjects. Catt Linda: 281·1795.
4/20

4. Housing
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from S220. All utilities paid, Dclux¢
kitchen with dishwasher .and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. I 520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
t'OR JtENT: EFFI.CIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E,. $185/mo .. aU utilides paid, SIO!l security
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266'8392.
tfn
WALK TO CLASS, super nice, $170 ho4se, Part
utilities free. Son Rentals. 262-1751.
4/7
FOR REIIiT: CLEAN, quiet, SSS. Soper Studio. Call
today, Sun Rentals, 262-1751.
417
t'OR RENT: FOUR bedrooms includes gourmet
kitchen, den, two run baths, fenced, frull trees. 2813553,.293-3688.
417
A IJLOCK TO UNM, one bedroom, diShWasher,
disposal, refrigerated air, S240 Includes swimming
pool, laulldry facilities and utilities. 208·9 Columbia
Sil. 2SS·268S.
4/9
ROOM TO ROOM NE, $90 house With poo) access.
262-17St.Sun Rentals.
4/7

7. Travel

8. Miscellaneous

c;;overed

_-...,-agon

Marron Hall,
I He/ I('('(' II

Hioloi!,{/ mul}ollrtlilliNm ttl )'aft• c• Ut•domlrJJ

9. Las Noticias
SAY YOUR NOTICES here.
tfn
UNM BAUROOM DANCE Club's spring format,
8:00-11:00, April 30th. Live. Ballroom band and
refreshments provided. Iofo, 855-7554, 881-3087,
247-1943.
4130
GAY AND LESJliAN Student Union discussion:
"Gay/Lesbian Relationships;' with Prof. Roll.
Tuesday, 6 April, 7:30p.m. SUB250C.
417
INTRO. BACKPACKING CLASS, begins May 3, 4
lectures, weekend trip. fpr more information call
!lackwoods, 881-5223.
419
ASA GALtERY SOUTHWt:ST Regional Photo
Show. Opening recepthm Friday, April 9 at 7p.m.
Everyone uwited. refreshments served. Basement
SUB, hours 11-4, M·F.
4/9
THE S'fUUENT VETERAN'S Association will hold
their meeting for Jhc month of April on 4.13·82 at
7:00p.m. at the Child Care Co-op, Mesa Vista Hall,
Ouest speakers are senatorial candidates Jeff
Bingaman and Jerry Ap<;Jdaca. We extend an Open
Invitation.
4113
c

NOW you can have
your favorite music
on Tape
Low Cost - Professional Work

STEREO & VIDEO
Call 884·3336, ask for Sam

~-,~~~~'·'

'<if"'=t" .

CITY

Special
2 slices

of cheeze pizza & small soft drink,
1.25

+ tax

NOW SERVING
BEER & WINE

a 1
~27~~r~.;;mv

G odt

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6. Employment
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Muu be
21 yeats old. Apply In person, 110 phone call$ please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lorrtas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVERSEAS, IIOllSTON, DALLAS! $20,000 to
$50,000 possible. For job information tall: 602·998·
0426, Dept. 0!124, open Sundays.
4/29
STUDENTS! PART i\NO Full-time employment
available. All lucas, all types. Call 262-1752 for
details. Sun Directory, 3906 Central SE._
_ 411

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Datly Lobo
. ____ tlmes(s) beginning . ____ . _
.• under \he headmg (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Serv1ces; 4. Houstng; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. MiscellanP.ous

11< per word per day for five or more consecutive days

419

·

I

.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:_~L:..:-=.:-=-==--------- __1

New Mexico Daily Lobo

17' per word, $1.00 minimum charge

BALLOONS! BALI..OONS! !lAVE a !lubblcs th.e
Clown deliver a helium balloon )louquet for special
occasion. Birthdays, anniversaries, new baby and
special days, 292-0487,
4/13
CREDIT CARD UIFFICUI.,TY? Master Card and
VISA Cards available to anyone, Cosigner .not
needed. l.egal, easy, and without credit checks. For
free information write to: Innovative Financial
Services, 3131 Candelaria NE, Ste. no, 102,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87107.
4/13
ACROSS FROM ll NM 655 sq, ft. office ~pace for
lease, Call Larry or Dorthey, 265-.9542, evenings, 8813974.
419
TIRED OF THE ~ame old classes? It's not too late to
re~isteral fr~edom University. Cal125~·4286 now,

51 Civil wrong
52 Cut across
54 P.l. peninsula
58 Shoe part
59 Speech part
61 Diacritical
mark
62 Formerly
17"Get-- 63Sand pile
64 Ant
onl"
65 Jetty
18 Semester
19 Accom66 Effort
plished
67 College VIPs
20 Drives away
22 Mended
DOWN
1 Frizzle
24 Sentences
2Arrived
26 Calls for
3 Preposition
27 Guest
31 Electric unit
4 Fantasies
32 Athel tree
5 Churchman
33 Decree
6Cudgel
7 Consumer
35 Flatfish
38 Water bodies 8 Fathered
391nquired
9 Meddled
40 Sport
10 Kind of tire
41 Sixth sense, 11 Dress up
12 Dug for ore
for short
42 Vision
13 Kernels
21 Mineral
43 Noble
44 insect
spring
45 Unfetter
23 US Cit.
47 1925 movies 25 Night noise

ACROSS
1 Cliff
6 Failure
10 NFL team
14 Devourer
15 The East
16. Straight as

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

27 Urn
28 Followers
29 Buffet
30 Legal event
34 Resign
35Dumb36"Thanks-

44 Spree
46 Haircut
47 Sharpen
48Asian
49Weapon
50 Reconnoiter
53 Fish
-I"
55 Egyptian
37 Ulna, e.g.
dancer
39 Feigns
, 56 Asian gulf
40 Kind of job · 57 Lacy fabrics
42 Studies
60 Col.'s neigh43 Vilified
bor

